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Ascension is a weaving and braiding of tapestries of interwoven energy particles-the
multidimensional merger of all frequency fields is done by weaving particles and
antiparticles. These particles are sound and light. They are woven through the spheres of
dimensional fields. The weaving of these particles and antiparticles creates the music of the
spheres which results in ascension by reuniting energy that had been broken apart and pulling
them back together again. by merging frequencies within each frequency band. Those who
have woven braids of the third and fourth frequencies of DNA strands can ride the wave into
Tara's energetic tapestry through a leap in time. The Earth's and the people on the Earth's
morphogenetic field within the harmonic universe of three DNA strands will merge with the
morphogenetic field of Tara's 4,5,6 dimensional frequencies or DNA strands. Those who
catch that wave will contine on living in the second harmonic universe.
The Seventh Root Race of Gaia carry the full12 DNA strand of Gaia.. They are our creators
and our ancestors or Souls. They are our guardians and creators and we share their 12 DNA
template. The Seventh Root Race does not experience death, nor do they breed. They replicate
through combined energy fields. Their source of energy is Source and they do not need food.
Presently, they live within us. They are our Over Soul Matrix. They are the Aquafarians that
swim within our crystal liquid light omnion cells within our DNA. As they swim within us
they are tuning their Sound Frequencies into the Light Frequencies of the D-1 atomic
radiation. So we have the Sound of D-2 creating musical harmonies with the light of D-2
Light. This is what we are made of. We are made of sound and light. And the more we learn
to align our consciousness and our breathing through the frequencies of the 12 harmonics
within the properly aligned merkaba, and weave into the 13.5 liquid light, the 14th
dimensional heliotalic light and breathe the breath of Source from beyond the six spheres of
the music of the spheres,the more our bodies will transform.
As we ascend to Tara, we will also transcend the mechanics of death, disease, aging and
become the immortal body of eternal life. Those who assemble DNA strand 6 on Tara will
allow the ascendion to Gaia in the realms of pure Consciousness.
Once the higher dimensional fields reaches a peak concentration in Earth's grids in 2017, the
race morphogenetic field opens into the Sphere of Amenti collective The Earth's grid begins
transmitting fifth dimensional frequency directly in the bio energetic fields of everyone on
Earth. This sets the imprint of the 5th DNA strand.
Tara first manifests as an etheric overtone structure and then manifests physically onto Earth.
The second step usually takes 2213 years. In this special circumstance we will be shifted
forward 2213 years for this manifestation to take place within this five year window.
If all goes as planned, the Heroic Future most desire by the guardians is for all Races on Earth
to transferred into the Higher Earth and Inner Earth by 2017 and into Tara by 2017.-2022.
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